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This Article explores the relationship between two normative systems in modern society: “cancel culture” and criminal justice. It argues that cancel culture—a ubiquitous phenomenon in contemporary life—may rectify deficiencies of over- and under-enforcement in the U.S. criminal justice system. However, the downsides of cancel culture’s structure—imprecise factfinding, potentially disproportionate sanctions leading to collateral consequences, a “thin” conception of the wrongdoer as beyond rehabilitation, and a broader cultural anxiety that “chills” certain human conduct—reflect problematic U.S. punitive impulses that characterize our era of mass incarceration. This Article thus argues that social media reform proposals obscure a deeper necessity: transcendence of blame through criminal justice reform and, ultimately, collective emphasis on reintegration after human wrongdoing.
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INTRODUCTION

The term “cancel culture” is ubiquitous in contemporary American life. It intersects with critical national discourse regarding free speech and censorship, race and gender issues, political engagement, and employee rights, and has unsettled university campuses nationwide. And yet its meaning, structure, and nature are amorphous. Dictionary.com defines it as “the popular practice of withdrawing support for... public figures and companies after they have done or said something considered objectionable or offensive.” Consider the following cases identified as such:

- An Asian American family at a restaurant in Carmel Valley, California, is celebrating an aunt’s birthday when a white diner at another table, Michael Lofthouse, starts yelling anti-Asian obscenities at them and gives them the middle finger. Once the footage goes viral and Lofthouse is publicly identified, he announces he is stepping down as CEO of tech company Solid8.
- During a standup comedy routine, Hannibal Burress reminds his audience that Bill Cosby has been accused of rape. The clip goes viral and Cosby’s new television show, soon to air on NBC, is canceled. Cosby is eventually

1. The Editorial Board, America Has a Free Speech Problem, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 18, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/18/opinion/cancel-culture-free-speech-poll.html (citing a poll that eighty-four percent of Americans said it is a “very serious” or “somewhat serious” problem that some Americans do not speak freely in everyday situations because of fear of retaliation or harsh criticism).
prosecuted for and convicted of sexual assault, though his conviction is later overturned on appeal.  

• Jeopardy! contestant Kelly Donohue trends on Twitter after making a three-fingered hand gesture that viewers believe to be linked to white supremacy. Nearly 600 former Jeopardy! contestants sign a public protest letter, decrying hate and asking the show why the gesture was not edited out. Subsequent investigations reveal that Kelly was actually gesturing the number three to symbolize his third consecutive win on the show.  

Such examples highlight various forms of the cancel-culture phenomenon. First, cancel culture may sanction individuals for past conduct through collective online shame, triggering negative real-world consequences. Second, it may highlight past wrongdoing and trigger formal criminal prosecution regarding conduct—such as sexual assault—that has historically been under-prosecuted. And finally, due to its imprecise process, it may misperceive wrongdoing altogether.

At the same time, we are living through a tumultuous era for U.S. criminal justice. In our era of mass incarceration, the disproportionate prosecution of communities of color has severely damaged generations of American lives. And yet the U.S. criminal justice system systematically fails to provide accountability for police violence, individuals who have perpetrated sexual assault, and those who have engaged in anti-Asian violence. Meanwhile, some scholars call for restorative justice or criminal abolition, emphasizing reintegration over retribution.

In this context, public discourse views cancel culture through two distinct, opposing lenses: either it is a noble form of “accountability culture,” or it is a dangerous brand of “mob justice.” This Article uses a criminal legal framework

14. See generally Hong, supra note 11.
to show that this dichotomy fails to grasp the function and structure of cancel culture as a normative system in modern society. It argues that cancel culture is an old phenomenon (public shaming) channeled through a new modality (social media). As such, cancel culture may rectify over- and under-enforcement in the U.S. criminal justice system. But the downsides of cancel culture’s structure reflect deeper, problematic U.S. punitive impulses that characterize our era of mass incarceration.

While cancel culture is largely unexplored in legal scholarship, criminal legal scholarship is ripe to contribute valuable insights on the phenomenon. Legal scholars and philosophers have long considered law as one of many normative systems in modern society, while criminal law scholars analyze the structure and administration of a public system of punishment for perceived wrongful conduct. This Article clarifies how cancel culture functions both in the shadow of this U.S. criminal justice system and as a distinct sanction. Indeed, half of Americans view cancel culture as a form of accountability, though sixty-nine percent of Americans believe it unfairly punishes people for past actions. In light of such perceptions, a criminal law framework is suited to evaluate cancel culture because of its acuity in addressing questions of fair notice, evidence, proportionality, and shaming penalties. Deeper

---

19. Legal scholarship more generally is also poised to make important contributions to the national debate over cancel culture, given the uneasy historical relationship between shame and the law. See, e.g., Eric Posner, A Terrible Shame, SLATE (Apr. 9, 2015, 11:14 AM), https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2015/04/internet-shaming-the-legal-history-of-shame-and-its-costs-and-benefits.html (“The law has always had an ambivalent relationship with shame. On the one hand, shaming is the very antithesis of the law . . . . However, legal systems have also frequently tried to harness the power of shame.”).
questions include the collateral consequences of permanent, publicly accessible records of wrongdoing;
disparities in enforcement, particularly given the race and gender of the defendant and victim;
reintegration and restorative justice; and the broader relationship between criminal justice and culture.

Part I of this Article argues that cancel culture is not, at its core, new. Much of what the public perceives to be novel is in fact an old phenomenon of public shaming. What has changed is the medium for such shaming—social media—which has rechanneled shaming in three critical respects: amplification, acceleration, and democratization. Part II argues that cancel culture may be “gap filling,” rectifying over- and under-enforcement in our contemporary era of mass incarceration. It then considers cancel culture’s potentially problematic process, structure, and societal effects. Specifically, it argues that many of the perceived problems with cancel culture—notice and evidentiary issues, proportionality, a “thin” conception of the individual as beyond rehabilitation, and broader cultural anxiety—reflect deeper U.S. punitive impulses. Part III considers reform proposals, arguing that many of the perceived remedies do not cut to the heart of unaddressed wrongdoing. Finally, this Article argues that an awareness of the problematic aspects of retributivism—disproportionate, permanent sanctions—demands a renewed focus on restoration and reintegration.

This Article thus engages with several areas of legal scholarship. First and most importantly, it intersects with contemporary debates over criminal justice in an era of mass incarceration, particularly prosecutorial decision-making and democratic legitimacy. Second and relatedly, it informs scholarship on the alienation of certain communities from the administration of contemporary criminal justice. Third, it builds upon prior debates regarding legal and normative aspects of online shaming, as well as related debates

26. See, e.g., JAMES B. JACOBS, THE ETERNAL CRIMINAL RECORD 214 (2015) (discussing the problem of U.S. criminal record exceptionalism, wherein records of arrest or conviction are permanently, publicly, and electronically stored, leading to lifelong collateral consequences).
30. Joshua Kleinfeld, Reconstructivism: The Place of Criminal Law in Ethical Life, 129 HARV. L. REV. 1485, 1495 (2016) (“[A]lienation begins between black Americans and the criminal system but then fans out beyond the criminal system into the relationship between black Americans and the state and society as a whole—inflaming the country’s racial tensions and creating problems of democratic governance with far-reaching and unpredictable political effects.”). See generally, e.g., Monica C. Bell, Police Reform and the Dismantling of Legal Estrangement, 126 YALE L.J. 2054 (2017) (exploring the estrangement that communities of color feel from police reform and showing the limits of procedural justice reform efforts).
over freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{31} Fourth, it echoes debates in transnational and international criminal law regarding “impunity gaps,” or cases of individuals who have engaged in serious criminal wrongdoing but are never held accountable for such crimes.\textsuperscript{32} And finally, as noted above, it examines cancel culture as a concrete example of the interrelationship between legal and non-legal systems in modern society.

To be clear, I am not arguing that cancel culture should be solely analyzed through a criminal legal lens. The phenomenon may be interpreted through sociological,\textsuperscript{33} anthropological,\textsuperscript{34} economic,\textsuperscript{35} and other frameworks.\textsuperscript{36} And it intersects with other legal debates such as freedom of speech.\textsuperscript{37} Nor am I arguing that cancel culture and criminal justice are the same. Cancel culture is, of course, distinct from criminal justice in many regards—one is a social-media-based system of referral and shaming, and the other is a state-driven, institutionalized public prosecutorial system leading to incarceration or execution. Instead, the purpose is to bring a novel criminal law perspective to view cancel culture as a system of collective condemnation operating alongside formal prosecution, questioning cancel culture’s substance, procedure, and sanction.

I. WHAT IS “CANCEL CULTURE”?

What is “cancel culture”? First named in 2016,\textsuperscript{38} the term transitioned from populating no Google search data in spring 2018 to reaching unprecedented


36. See generally, e.g., Rocco Chiou, \textit{We Need Deeper Understanding About the Neurocognitive Mechanisms of Moral Righteousness in an Era of Online Vigilantism and Cancel Culture}, 11 AM. J. BIOETHICS NEUROSCI. 297 (2020).

37. See, e.g., Mahanoy Area Sch. Dist. v. B.L., 141 S. Ct. 2038, 2046 (2021) (holding in favor of a student on First Amendment grounds who was sanctioned by her school after criticizing it and its cheerleading squad on Snapchat); see also generally Kate Klonick, \textit{The New Governors: The People, Rules, and Processes Governing Online Speech}, 131 HARV. L. REV. 1598 (2018).

38. Rachel E. Greenspan, \textit{How ‘Cancel Culture’ Quickly Became One of the Buzziest and Most Controversial Ideas on the Internet}, INSIDER (Aug. 6, 2020, 5:30 AM), https://www.insider.com/cancel-culture-meaning-history-origin-phrase-used-negatively-2020-7?--text=The%20phrase%20was%20popularized%20only_actions%20or%20statements%20became%20popular.}
popularity in 2021.\footnote{Google Trend for “Cancel Culture” over the Past Five Years, GOOGLE TRENDS, https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%20y&geo=US&q=cancel%20culture (last visited Dec. 5, 2022); see also, e.g., Kelsey McKinney, State Podcast Host Mike Pesca Suspended Following Internal Discussion About Use of Racial Star, DEFECTOR (Feb. 22, 2021, 5:14 PM), https://defector.com/mike-pesca-slate-suspended (reporting on Mike Pesca’s, host of Slate’s podcast “The Gist,” suspension from the company for comments in a Slack conversation in which he argued for the usage of the N-word by white people in some contexts); Aja Romano, The Second Wave of “Cancel Culture”, VOX (May 5, 2021, 1:00 PM), https://www.vox.com/22384308/cancel-culture-free-speech-accountability-debate. Notably, 2018 is also the year that Facebook created its “anger” button, which “incentivized the spread of divisive, sensational content and misinformation.” The Journal, The Facebook Files, Part 4: The Outrage Algorithm, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 18, 2021, 11:30 AM), https://www.wsj.com/podcasts/the-journal/the-facebook-files-part-4-the-outrage-algorithm/e619fb67-43b0-485b-877f-18a98f6f773f. Examples of cancel culture now abound in everyday life. See, e.g., Gina Bellafante, Why Did the Dean of the Most Diverse Law School in the Country Cancel Herself?, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 1, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/26/nnyregion/CUNY-law-school-marx-lyu-bilek-racism.html?referringSource=articleShare; Ryan Parker & Aaron Couch, ‘The Mandalorian’ Star Gina Carano Fired Amid Social Media Controversy, HOLLYWOOD REP. (Feb. 10, 2021, 6:38 PM), https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/the-mandalorian-star-gina-carano-fired-amid-social-media-controversy; John Bowden, Man Caught on Video Yelling at Asian Family: ‘Trumps Going To F—— You!’; THE HILL (July 7, 2020, 2:56 PM), https://thehill.com/homenews/news/506227-man-caught-on-video-yelling-at-asian-family-trumps-going-to-f-you; Lyz Lenz, How a University of Iowa Reply—All Email Became Ground Zero for the Cancel Culture Wars, VANITY FAIR (Apr. 29, 2021), https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2021/04/how-a-reply-all-email-became-ground-zero-for-the-cancel-culture-wars?utm_source=pocket-newtab; Dustin Stephens, Cancel Culture, a New Wedge Issue, CBS NEWS (May 2, 2021, 10:10 AM), https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cancel-culture-a-new-wedge-issue/.} Over the course of the last year, its meaning has evolved considerably: given the speed with which social media networks use, refine, and debate terminology, the verb “to cancel” is a moving definitional target. In the lay conception, the process of cancelation unspools in three steps. First, some individual’s prior conduct, generally perceived as offensive, is posted on social media through a video, post, picture, or news report.\footnote{Shaming and canceling occurred, for example, during the COVID-19 lockdowns. See, e.g., Amanda Hess, The Social-Distancing Shamers Are Watching, N.Y. TIMES (May 11, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/11/arts/social-distance-shaming.html (“The internet has long been identified as a breeding ground for public shame, but the coronavirus has advanced the game.”).} Second, reports of such conduct go viral, trending on social media. Amidst this virality, the individual who engaged in the conduct is identified. Finally, the collective judgment of that individual leads to concrete consequences in that person’s life; this may include loss of a job, harassment, and even criminal prosecution. Today, the cancel-culture process is omnipresent in our cultural discourse and a de rigeur response to public events.\footnote{AF Willingham & Carma Hassan, People at the US Capitol Riot Are Being Identified and Losing Their Jobs, CNN (Jan. 9, 2021, 2:35 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/07/us/capitol-riots-people-fired-jobs-trnd/index.html. To some degree, the online mobilization was responsive to the widespread observation that such rioters—who were almost all white—had faced no consequences for their actions, whereas if the same rioters...} For example, in the wake of the Capitol riot of January 6, 2021, Twitter users and others immediately began naming the offenders, leading to the firing of many such rioters before the commencement of any federal prosecution.\footnote{See MARTHA MINOW, SAVING THE NEWS 12 (2021) (noting how social media may spread news in communities lacking a local newspaper). Often, social media highlights disparities between certain communities and the culture discourse within traditional news agencies. See MICHAEL SCHUDSON, SOCIOLOGY OF THE NEWS 14 (2003) (“The news . . . is produced by people who operate, often unwittingly, within a culture system, a reservoir of store cultural meanings and patterns of discourse.”).}
This Part defines cancel culture as an old phenomenon (public shaming) channeled through a new modality (social media). It then identifies how cancel culture fills accountability gaps alongside the functioning of our contemporary criminal justice system.

A. OLD WINE IN NEW BOTTLES: PUBLIC SHAMING THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA

What is the best way to conceive of cancel culture? First, cancel culture is an old phenomenon: shaming and ostracization are age-old, interrelated social forces. Both have always been integral to human societies—take, for example, Cain’s punishment after killing Abel, Roman persecution of Christians or heretics, or Napoleon’s exile. Up until the eighteenth century, murderers in England were permanently branded on their cheeks until public authorities determined that it made such individuals more—less—likely to become recidivists. U.S. history is littered with the tragic examples of the Salem Witch Trials, lynchings, McCarthyism, boycotts, and HIV/AIDS stigma. While, as a formal matter, punishment and public shaming were black (and particularly if it had been a Black Lives Matter protest), it would have resulted in more arrests, police violence, and police killings. See e.g., John Eligon, Racial Double Standards of Capitol Police Draws Outcry, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 7, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/07/us/capitol-trump-mob-black-lives-matter.html; Kurtis Lee, Jaweed Kaleem & Laura King, ‘White Supremacy Was on Full Display.’ Double Standard Seen in Police Response to Riot at Capitol, L.A. TIMES (Jan. 7, 2021), https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2021-01-07/la-na-washington-capitol-police-attack-race.

33. See, e.g., Kleinfeld, supra note 29, at 948; Jacobs, supra note 26, at 209 (“In ancient times, a criminal conviction was ‘written’ on the offender’s body by branding or mutilation.”); Martha C. Nussbaum, Hiding from Humanity: Disgust, Shame, and the Law 234–35 (2004) (“Shame punishments, historically, are ways of marking a person, often for life, with a degraded identity.”); Posner, supra note 19 (“Shaming has always been extraordinarily important—often, even more important than the formal legal system.”). Other contemporary examples include Nazi Germany and China under Mao Zedong. See Jon Ronson, So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed 83 (2015).


38. Mishan, supra note 34.


42. See generally Steven Arrigg Koh, From “Stigma” and “Coping” to Social Repositioning: A New Perspective on HIV/AIDS, Identity, and Human Rights, in Symbolic Transformation: The Mind in
were uncoupled in 1905,\textsuperscript{53} in modern society the nature of punishment has transformed into something more subtle and pervasive.\textsuperscript{54} In the United States specifically, criminal punishment in the mass incarceration era has moved away from normative goals, such as retribution and rehabilitation, and has instead trended toward banishment, wherein the system has decided that the offender is “other” and must be excluded.\textsuperscript{55} Contemporary forms of U.S. criminal banishment include life imprisonment without parole or equivalent sentences, collateral consequences tantamount to civil death, and the death penalty, all of which disproportionately affect marginalized communities.\textsuperscript{56}

Cancel culture channels this shaming through a new modality: social media. Social media leads to acceleration, amplification, and democratization of the social forces that normally lead to ostracization.\textsuperscript{57} First, social media accelerates public shaming through rapid dissemination of stories, such that in a matter of hours any individual may be identified as having engaged in perceived wrongdoing. Second and relatedly, this rapid identification is amplified, in that it may proliferate to become known to millions of people around the country and the world. Third and finally, social media democratizes the power to shame, given that any individual with a social media account may engage in canceling.\textsuperscript{58}

This definition clarifies popular debate over the nature of cancel culture. In popular conception, one area of ambiguity is the target—some define cancel culture as only targeting celebrities, whereas others describe cancel culture as potentially sanctioning anyone. Another open question is the nature of the sanction. Cancel culture can lead to online protest of the individual,\textsuperscript{59} real-world

\begin{flushright}
\textsc{Hastings Law Journal} [Vol. 74:79]
\end{flushright}

\textsuperscript{53} Michael Ray, Pillory, ENCYC. BRIT. (June 18, 2021), https://www.britannica.com/topic/pillory-penology; Braithwaite, supra note 47, at 59.

\textsuperscript{54} See generally Michael Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (1975).

\textsuperscript{55} Kleinfeld, supra note 29, at 949–50; see also Koh, supra note 32, at 171 (considering the role of the “other” in U.S. transnational and international criminal law policy).

\textsuperscript{56} Kleinfeld, supra note 29, at 949–74.

\textsuperscript{57} Stephens, supra note 39 (arguing that cancel culture is similar to the political correctness movement of thirty years ago).

\textsuperscript{58} See Minow, supra note 40, at 3–4 (noting that the majority of Americans now receive their news via algorithms and on screens).

\textsuperscript{59} See e.g., Molly Roberts, The Rise and Fall of Alison Roman, WASH. POST: OP. (May 13, 2020, 10:11 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/05/13/rise-fall-alison-roman/ (detailing how the chef Alison Roman’s critique of Chrissy Teigen and Marie Kondo, two women of color, started a conversation about cultural appropriation in Roman’s recipes, which led to her permanent leave of absence from her New York Times Cooking column).
harassment, 60 loss of a job, 61 or even bodily harm or death. 62 An additional area of ambiguity is the conduct that is subject to cancel culture. On one extreme are criminal acts; at the other extreme is conduct that is not only legal but innocuous. 63 Another recurring question is the role of social media. Social media is often perceived as a critical first step to canceling, 64 however, individuals or topics—such as Dr. Seuss books—nowadays are sometimes perceived as being “canceled” even without social media. 65 A final question is who decides the sanction. Social media communities are both distinct and overlapping, like a large tree with divergent branches connected to the same core trunk. In this sense, certain sectors of social media communities may identify and isolate a particular target for sanctioning (e.g., a tech individual fired for making a lewd joke about the word “dingle” at a conference). 66 At other times, a broader swath of the community may engage (e.g., the Cosby allegations). 67

Furthermore, while rightwing conservatives increasingly brandish cancel culture as a liberal sanctioning device, canceling happens to individuals on both sides of the political aisle. National Football League quarterback Colin


62. See Derrick Bryson Taylor, Caroline Flack, Who Hosted ‘Love Island,’ Dies by Suicide at 40, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 15, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/15/arts/caroline-flack-dead.html (reporting the suicide of Caroline Flack, former Love Island host and a fixture in British tabloids, following harsh media coverage of assault allegations against her); see also Jess Campbell, Have We Taken Cancel Culture Too Far in 2020?, Q’Q (Jan. 15, 2020), https://www.q.com.au/success/opinions/have-we-taken-cancel-culture-too-far-in-2020/news-story/0f12503dbf60071a63d7f7fd5c29bccc7 (describing the circumstances surrounding two suicides: that of the man misidentified as the kitten torturer in a viral video and that of a young man who, after protesting a children’s reading event hosted by a drag queen, received incessant online attacks). A video depicting the torture and deaths of two kittens went viral, leading to an international search for the perpetrator. Campbell, supra. One man was wrongfully accused of the crimes and, following weeks of internet harassment, took his own life. Id. Another shocking suicide linked to cancel culture is that of twenty-one-year-old Wilson Gavin, who protested a drag queen reading to children at an Australian library. Id. The video of the protest went viral and online attacks ensued. Id. He eventually committed suicide. Id.

63. The Cosby and Donohue cases mentioned in the Introduction are examples along this spectrum. See e.g., supra notes 8–9 and surrounding text (describing the Cosby case).

64. See supra notes 8–9 and surrounding text (describing the Cosby case).


66. A separate issue, for further research, is the degree to which the national discourse on social media excludes individuals who do not have access to social media.
Kaepernick’s NFL career effectively ended when a photo of him kneeling during the national anthem went viral.68 American writer Will Wilkinson triggered a social media firestorm and then was fired from his job at Niskanen Center after tweeting: “If Biden really wanted unity, he’d Lynch Mike Pence.”69 In 2017, a photo went viral of Virginia resident and government contractor Juli Briskman giving the middle finger to President Trump’s motorcade.70 She was fired from her job shortly thereafter.71 And Kathy Griffin, comedian and actress, was fired from her longtime position as cohost of CNN’s New Year’s Eve broadcast after she posted an image holding a mask of a severed head that resembled that of former President Donald Trump.72 After President Biden’s inauguration, she even tweeted, “SO AM I UNCANCELLED NOW?”73

B. Cancel Culture as Gap Filling

How does cancel culture relate to criminal justice? Cancel culture is gap filling, often redressing issues of under- and over-enforcement in our criminal justice system.

Our era of mass incarceration is rightly perceived as prosecuting too many people, too often, for too much conduct.74 It is also self-evidently true that our criminal justice system does not prosecute all conduct that society considers harmful or immoral. Thus, our criminal justice system exhibits structural accountability gaps, opening the door for social media sanction. This concept is analogous to what criminal legal scholars call “impunity gaps,” or cases of

68. Boren, supra note 61.
70. Dvorak, supra note 61.
individuals who have engaged in serious transnational or international criminal wrongdoings but are never held accountable for such crimes.  

These gaps take two forms: one of criminalization of substantive conduct and the other of enforcement disparities. Regarding the former, consider a hypothetical: if our criminal justice system were somehow perfectly aligned with our cultural norms concerning the definition and enforcement of all wrongful conduct, our society’s collective sensibility would likely be one of “let the criminal justice system handle it.” But of course, such a perception is not the case in contemporary America and is beyond achievability given the diversity and evolution of cultural norms in our large, pluralist democracy. For starters, our system criminalizes a small percentage of conduct that is harmful or immoral: as every first-year law student learns, for example, the vast majority of omissions fail to meet the actus reus requirement, despite the fact that a failure to act may cause or perpetuate certain harms. And the American criminal justice system criminalizes conduct that is likely neither harmful nor immoral, such as marijuana possession. Furthermore, as a formal matter, criminal justice inevitably fails to achieve the “correct” result in many cases.

In the United States, hate speech is a major category of non-criminalized conduct. As is well known, U.S. judicial interpretation of the First Amendment is broader and more protective than similar protections in European countries, for example. This includes, in particular, hate speech protections. While the history and rationales for such protections are the site of rich scholarly discourse, one consequence of such jurisprudence is a gap between the freedom to express and the harm or offense that results from such expression. Just as, formally speaking, omissions generally do not give rise to criminal sanction, neither do many forms of harmful speech.

Moving from formalism to realism, the contemporary pattern of criminal law enforcement reveals even deeper disparities between criminal justice and our lay norms. In practice, disproportionate impact on certain communities—especially communities of color—persistently calls into question the
effectiveness of this system. As is well documented, people of color—especially black and brown Americans—are disproportionately harassed by the police,\(^82\) arrested,\(^83\) prosecuted,\(^84\) sentenced at higher incarceration rates,\(^85\) and more likely to receive the death penalty.\(^86\) At the same time, a related critique is one of under-enforcement: individuals who are white, wealthy, or otherwise powerful are less likely to be held accountable for their crimes.\(^87\)

Civil legal enforcement mechanisms may also fail to close these accountability gaps. Prospective civil plaintiffs may face insurmountable barriers to bringing successful claims for harms suffered; often, they are beset by substantive and procedural barriers, qualified immunity protections, or other access-to-justice issues.\(^88\) Frequently, these challenges are interconnected. For example, Joanna Schwartz has recently described civil rights “ecosystems,” wherein the frequency and success of claims against the government are determined by an interconnected and interactive set of actors (e.g., plaintiffs’ attorneys, judges, juries, and defense counsel), legal rules and remedies (e.g., § 1983 doctrine and defenses), and informal practices (e.g., litigation, settlement, and indemnification decisions).\(^89\) And other enforcement mechanisms, such as Title IX mechanisms on campuses, are beset with interrelated questions of under-enforcement and procedure.\(^90\)

Into this gap steps social media and cancel culture as a complementary system of collective condemnation.\(^91\) Whereas our criminal justice and other

---

82. See generally BUTLER, supra note 12; Carbado, supra note 13 (discussing the use of Fourth Amendment jurisprudence to empower police to take violent actions against the Black community); Alice Ristroph, The Constitution of Police Violence, 64 UCLA L. REV. 1182 (2017) (reviewing the use of current Supreme Court seizure doctrine as justification for police violence).

83. See generally BUTLER, supra note 12.


85. See generally, e.g., BRUCE WESTERN, PUNISHMENT AND INEQUALITY IN AMERICA (2006).


89. Joanna C. Schwartz, Civil Rights Ecosystems, 118 MICH. L. REV. 1539, 1598 (2020). ("My point is not that courts should stop interpreting the law, legislators should stop making law, or scholars should stop imagining how the law could be improved. But each should recognize their decisions and proposals will not operate in a vacuum and should be skeptical of their ability to craft generally applicable rules that achieve particular policy ends.").
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systems are slow, cancel culture may immediately fill the void to sanction offensive and even criminal conduct. Within days, hours, or even minutes, an online community of millions may make a collective determination as to an individual’s guilt for engaging in perceived offensive behavior.

Cancel culture fills accountability gaps in two regards. First, it refers individual cases of wrongdoing to the criminal justice system, constituting a new mode of democratic participation in the administration of criminal justice in the face of prosecutorial control. Second, it independently shames individuals who are beyond the criminal justice system’s reach.

1. The Referral Function

In 2014, comedian Hannibal Burress in a stand-up routine identified Bill Cosby as a rapist. In his act, Burress lamented Cosby’s commentary about black men, their dress, and the way they should act, and suggested that since Cosby had long been accused of rape, he was not poised to criticize. Burress encouraged the audience to Google search “Cosby” and “rape” to see for themselves. This reignited the discussion around the rape allegations against Cosby, leading to victims coming forward, criminal investigation, and, eventually, Cosby’s conviction.

The Cosby case highlights cancel culture’s referral function. While cancel culture is typically depicted as a stand-alone system of public censure, it interrelates with our existing criminal justice system by publicly illuminating conduct warranting criminal investigation or prosecution. In this way, it fills the aforementioned accountability gap in enforcement by engaging the criminal justice system, which may or may not then respond effectively.

What about the cases of over-enforcement? As noted above, our mass incarceration era is characterized by its disproportionate impact on communities of color. Often, this may elude the structure of cancel-culture referral: social media more easily highlights and refers perceived individual, wrongful human conduct than it does structural over-enforcement in the carceral system. But cancel culture may be effective in referring the legal actors responsible for over-law enforcement. See generally Shaun Ossei-Owusu, Police Quotas, 96 N.Y.U L. Rev. 529, 541 (2021). And interpersonal relations may curb certain action—for example, changing social norms will constrain behavior. See Robert E. Scott, The Limits of Behavioral Theories of Law and Social Norms, 86 Va. L. Rev. 1603, 1604 (2000). The broader universe of such interaction is beyond the scope of this Article, which focuses specifically on how cancel culture relates to or resembles criminal justice.
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enforcement—overwhelmingly police officers—who violate certain criminal prohibitions, particularly in cases concerning victims of color. For example, without the existence of smart phones and social media, it is less likely that anyone outside of Minneapolis would have heard about the killing of George Floyd. Instead, the detailed, viral footage fostered widespread public demand that officer Derek Chauvin be tried and convicted of George Floyd’s murder.\textsuperscript{98} The same may be said of vigilantism; consider the Ahmaud Arbery case. On February 23, 2020, Ahmaud Arbery was shot and killed by two white men while on a short jog in his neighborhood in Glynn County, Georgia.\textsuperscript{99} Arbery was killed months before George Floyd’s death on May 25, 2020, but his case only garnered national attention and closure after Floyd’s murder sparked nationwide protests.\textsuperscript{100} It was only later that year that an anonymous leak on his case, which had been inactive, went viral, eventually leading to the arrest and prosecution of the perpetrators.\textsuperscript{101} These individuals were also subject to immediate public scrutiny: there was widespread outrage on social media, including criticism from both President Trump, who labeled the footage very disturbing, and then-presidential candidate Joe Biden, who likened the shooting to a lynching.\textsuperscript{102} While cancel culture may refer such cases to the criminal justice system, the system itself may not redress the actual wrongs. Bill Cosby’s conviction was ultimately vacated on due process grounds, to the outrage of #MeToo advocates and the general public.\textsuperscript{103} Many fear that the development in Cosby’s case may have a chilling effect on victims of sexual assault coming forward.\textsuperscript{104} Or take for example the case of Tamir Rice, a twelve-year-old black American boy killed by a police officer within seconds of police arriving at a park where Rice was holding an airsoft gun.\textsuperscript{105} A grand jury in Cleveland did not bring charges against
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the two officers even though public outcry and a report from a judge argued that probable cause existed for multiple charges ranging from murder to dereliction of duty.\(^{106}\)

Cancel culture’s referral function thus constitutes a new mode of democratic participation in the administration of criminal justice in the face of prosecutorial control. This phenomenon intervenes in ongoing scholarly debate regarding the prosecutor’s role vis-à-vis the polity, particularly in a time when plea bargains have replaced criminal jury trials, thereby reducing lay, public participation in the criminal process.\(^{107}\) One thread of existing scholarship favors stronger connections between prosecutorial mechanisms and the community, in response to what some view as a democratic deficit in prosecutorial decision-making.\(^{108}\) Others have argued against such democratic proposals.\(^{109}\) While such scholarship has not yet considered the role that social media may play in influencing the administration of criminal justice, social media’s visibility and immediacy may push prosecutorial actors toward charging in cases when they otherwise might not.\(^{110}\) The advent of accelerated, amplified, and democratized social media may influence the administration of criminal justice through online referral.

2. The Shaming Function

On July 4, 2020, an Asian American family at a restaurant in Carmel Valley, California, was celebrating an aunt’s birthday when Michael Lofthouse, the CEO of Bay Area tech company Solid8, started yelling anti-Asian insults at them.\(^{111}\) Part of the incident was captured on cellphone video, including Lofthouse giving the family the middle finger, then yelling obscenities that included “Fuck you Asians,” “You fucking Asian piece of shit,”
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and “Trump’s gonna fuck you.” Once the footage went viral, Lofthouse announced he was stepping down as CEO of Solid8.

This incident of anti-Asian racism illustrates cancel culture’s *shaming function*, wherein social media communities fill accountability gaps by identifying and stigmatizing individuals who have engaged in perceived offensive conduct—often when such cases are outside of the reach of the criminal justice system.

Legal scholarship in the mid-2010s addressed incidents of online shaming when they were more isolated. Since that time, online shaming has ripened into cancel culture, a more ubiquitous, developed, and persistent system of sanction. Most often, cancel culture shames because the perceived offensive conduct falls beyond the reach of the criminal justice system. In such cases, enforcement may be foreclosed by a statute of limitations, lack of evidence, or lack of any statutory basis for indictment. Criminal justice and other legal regimes are “culture-bearing,” a site of cultural negotiation of the concepts of “wrongdoing and community, social order and violence, identity, the power of the state, and the terms of collective ethical life.”

When such systems cannot (and likely will not) function, social media shames the offenders as a means of norm enforcement.

As noted above, such shaming may respond to hate speech, or harmful speech. Consider cancel culture’s origins, which began in public collective memory in 2013. The early example from that year involved Justine Sacco, a white woman, tweeting from the airport before leaving for South Africa: “Going to Africa. Hope I don’t get AIDS. Just Kidding. I’m white!” At the time, coverage of this incident observed it as a quirk of social media: the *New York Times*, for example, ran an article in 2015 titled *How One Stupid Tweet Blew Up Justine Sacco’s Life*.

Since that time, cancel culture has developed into a system where some are shamed for engaging in legally protected speech; the responsive online speech that “cancels” is also legally protected.

Often, cancel culture may play both a shaming and referral function. For example, in May 2020, New Yorker Amy Cooper made a 911 call in which she
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claimed that a black man, Christian Cooper, was threatening her life when he asked her to put her dog on a leash in Central Park. Amy Cooper then lost her job, her home, and, according to her lawyer, her public life. The animal rescue group where she had adopted the dog two years earlier temporarily took it back. She ultimately was charged with filing a false police report in connection with her phone call, and the video capturing it all resulted in her being canceled online.

In both its referral and shaming functions, cancel culture may serve normatively beneficial ends. In particular, it may elevate the causes and concerns of marginalized groups who have called for accountability but often confront barriers to enforcement. Thus, cancel culture may play a role in shaping our culture due to its identification and sanction of harmful or immoral conduct long overlooked.

II. CANCEL CULTURE’S PROBLEMATIC PROCESS

While cancel culture may beneficially fill accountability gaps, missing is any framework by which to assess its drawbacks. Thus, this Part offers a criminal law and procedure framework focusing on the problematic aspects of cancel culture’s sanctioning function: inadequate notice, imprecise factfinding, disproportionate punishment, neglect of rehabilitation, and fostering cultural anxiety over human conduct. This Part will also briefly engage in a comparative cultural analysis to underscore the deeper, worrying American punitive impulse that characterizes our era of mass incarceration.

A. THE STRUCTURE OF CONTEMPORARY CONDEMNATION

1. Notice

Which human conduct warrants cancelation? An initial problem is that canceled individuals are sometimes unaware that their action will trigger such sanction. For example, through social media, American dentist Walter Palmer was identified as the hunter who in 2015 killed Cecil the Lion, and yet the conduct for which he was publicly shamed was not illegal. In Palmer’s case, the evidence existed in the form of pictures and travel documents confirming
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that Palmer killed the lion and traveled for the purposes of a trophy hunt.\footnote{125} Social media communities quickly called for Palmer to be prosecuted and extradited to Zimbabwe;\footnote{126} however, prosecutors in both the United States and Zimbabwe could not find crimes warranting either,\footnote{127} because Palmer had a legal hunting permit and killed Cecil on unprotected land.\footnote{128} Therefore, the charges brought against Palmer’s hunting guide and the man who occupied the land on which Cecil was killed\footnote{129} were also dismissed.\footnote{130}

Criminal law helps us understand this as a question of notice. Inherent in the principle of legality is the notion of fair notice, such that individuals may be apprised that what they are doing is wrong and conform their conduct accordingly.\footnote{131} But criminal law scholarship has also demonstrated how notice has gone awry in our modern criminal justice system. For example, as Bill Stuntz has persuasively argued, a central dynamic in contemporary criminal justice is broadly defined criminal statutes and prosecutors with tremendous power to bring cases within that framework.\footnote{132} As a result, individual legal enforcement actors—specifically, prosecutors—have tremendous discretion in interpreting and enforcing such violations.

Something analogous occurs with cancel culture’s notice. Let us consider potential examples of anti-Asian bias. A Dallas company headed by three white women faced backlash for its culturally appropriative, revamped Mahjong set that removed Chinese characters from the game.\footnote{133} Chef Alison Roman was criticized for culturally appropriating recipes and lost her New York Times
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Cooking column after calling Chrissy Teigen and Marie Kondo, two women of color, sellouts. And U.S. soccer star Megan Rapinoe was criticized for tweeting ten years ago that a teammate looked Asian with closed eyes. Arguably, all three examples violate the broad norm of “do not engage in racist behavior toward the Asian American and Pacific Islander community.” But whether any individual conduct in fact triggers such violation is left in the hands of social media communities, who may have varying interpretations of whether a violation of this norm occurred.

2. Evidence and Procedural Fairness

How do we know an individual has in fact engaged in conduct warranting cancelation? Another downside of cancel culture is its imprecise factfinding. The accumulation of social media posts, photos, or video clips may produce an inaccurate record of events. Specifically, cancel culture presents the problem of misidentification and the problem of mischaracterization.

First, take the problem of misidentification. Social media users who engage in canceling quickly make collective judgments, and may identify the wrong person as having engaged in the offending conduct. For example, in the wake of revelations from Mary Trump, niece of former President Donald Trump, that a man named Joe Shapiro took Trump’s SAT for him, social media quickly identified a man by that name as the responsible individual. The media bombarded his widow with accusations and requests for comment, and she had to quickly rectify that her husband was not the same Joe Shapiro who had taken Trump’s SAT. Sometimes this misidentification can even be deliberate. For example, Shaun King, well-known civil rights and Black Lives Matter activist, stated in the wake of Jacob Blake’s death that if the Kenosha Police Department did not publicly identify the names of the officers responsible for Blake’s shooting, he would start listing the names of every police officer in the department to trigger backlash against each one.

The problem of mischaracterization is equally perilous. Photos of individuals supposedly disobeying 2020 COVID-19 social distancing rules, for
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example, were demonstrated to be deceptive regarding depth of field. And sometimes, the rush to judgment precedes video and other evidence. For example, after being arrested during a traffic stop, driver Sherita Dixon-Cole told the jail guard that she had been sexually assaulted by the arresting officer, Daniel Hubbard. After she made this accusation and the story went viral, the Texas Department of Public Safety reviewed Hubbard’s body camera footage, which revealed no wrongdoing. The case led Texas to amend its false report statute to expand criminal liability to making a false report to a detention officer or jailer. And as noted above, many mistakenly believed Jeopardy! contestant Kelly Donohue made a hand gesture symbolizing white supremacy when, in fact, he was merely celebrating his third win on the show. The New York Times described the case thus:

So the [question] is how the beating heart of nerdy, liberal fact-mastery can pump blood into wild social media conspiracy, and send all these smart people down the sort of rabbit hole that leads other groups of Americans to believe that children are being transported inside refrigerators[,] [a]nd . . . how they could remain committed to that point of view in the absence of any solid evidence.

These are indeed evidentiary questions. In the courtroom, strict rules govern the presentation of evidence because lay jurors may be incapable of engaging in their factfinding role absent a prior narrowing of what they may consider. Specifically, we fear that the jury, inexperienced in examining evidence, may base its verdict on pure emotion or another improper rationale. Therefore, judges have broad discretion to exclude relevant yet inflammatory or confusing evidence to prevent jurors from being misled. These concerns are heightened in criminal cases, wherein juries’ factfinding results in incarceration or even execution. Cancel culture concretely exemplifies these
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abstract evidentiary rationales: we may observe in real time the effects of lay factfinding in online communities.\textsuperscript{149}

Furthermore, cancel culture lacks other formal doctrines of procedural fairness. Take age- and time-related considerations, for example. Various U.S. criminal jurisdictions have developed juvenile justice systems that, relatively speaking, favor rehabilitation over imprisonment because youth differ developmentally from adults.\textsuperscript{150} And criminal statutes of limitations imposing time limits on prosecution advance a variety of purposes, including promoting repose, placing defendants on an equal footing, and encouraging prompt enforcement of the law.\textsuperscript{151} By contrast, no time limit cabins online accountability due to the permanence of online records. As a result, individuals may be held to account based on conduct that occurred when they were teenagers.\textsuperscript{152}

3. Proportionality

Which consequences of cancel culture should an offender suffer? And for what conduct? Another concern with cancel culture is the severity of its sanction, which may include death threats, public shame, or the prospect of never being employed again.

rules function. The benefit of strict evidentiary rules is that they ensure some procedural fairness and obviate some of the irrationalities of the human factfinder. But the downside of such rules is that relevant and material evidence may be excluded on policy grounds that would otherwise lead to better results. Inversely, more lax evidentiary rules may paint a more inclusive picture of events and yet also give rise to imprecision and indiscriminate judgment.

149. Furthermore, the intersection of strict evidentiary rules and lax social media rules intermix in complex ways. In the case of cancel culture’s referral function, the lax social media rules of evidence will intersect with formal evidentiary rules in the subsequent prosecution. In the case of shaming, lax rules govern the entirety of the factfinding, leading to sanction. Indeed, as Eric Posner and Martha Nussbaum have noted, a problem with shaming penalties is that they may be unreliable, targeting the wrong people given, in part, the absence of due process. NUSBAUM, supra note 43; Posner, supra note 19 (“[P]eople can easily be shamed even though they did nothing wrong or not be shamed even though they did something wrong.”). In so doing, they deter not bad behavior but instead unpopular behavior. NUSBAUM, supra, at 234.
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Consider the example of Anjali Ramkissoon, a fourth-year medical resident in Miami who got into a drunken altercation with an Uber driver.153 In the video, she is seen attempting to hit the driver, climbing into the car, and throwing objects out of it while yelling, swearing, and demanding that he drive her home without an Uber reservation.154 She was fired from her job and has not since been rehired—a lifelong penalty for conduct that, in the absence of social media, would almost certainly have passed unnoticed and, in the criminal justice system, would likely not have resulted in significant sanction.

These questions are a central preoccupation of criminal law, particularly regarding the concept of proportionality. Proportionality is particularly prevalent in capital cases and Eighth Amendment questions concerning the extent to which excessive fines contravene constitutional boundaries in sentencing.155 Beyond capital cases, some scholars find that the Supreme Court has skirted the opportunity to clearly define proportionality in modern jurisprudence, even though the concept has strong roots in Anglo-American legal thought.156 And other scholars have shown that shaming penalties give rise to dehumanization and social demotion once an individual’s negative personal trait becomes visible to a public audience.157 To make matters worse, shaming penalties may be irreversible, given their public and stigmatizing nature, cutting against the grain of the movement to cabin the publicity of criminal sanctions.158 Relatedly, scholars have focused on the problem of “collateral consequences,” in which individuals convicted of felonies endure lifelong stigma that leads to difficulty getting jobs, ineligibility for public benefits such as public housing, and disenfranchisement.159 “Ban the box” initiatives and other policy
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proposals have emerged to purge individuals of their criminal records.\footnote{103} Still, these consequences are exacerbated in communities of color, who are disproportionately convicted of felonies for the same conduct that would not trigger a felony conviction for whites;\footnote{104} they are also sentenced to longer terms of imprisonment\footnote{105} and have more difficulty getting hired to the same jobs even without such convictions.\footnote{106}

On social media, sanction may be highly disproportionate. When something is posted to the internet and a wrongdoer is identified, that person is routinely subjected to judgment or even punishment for an act that is minor or that the offender may have already repented for. And the aforementioned social media structure of acceleration, amplification, and democratization means that a broader community of individuals quickly contributes to the administration of such a sanction. Furthermore, once an online record of such wrongdoing exists, it is there forever, meaning the consequences reverberate for the remainder of an individual’s life.

4. The Conception of the Wrongdoer: Beyond Rehabilitation

How does cancel culture conceptualize wrongdoers? Most of the time, it advances a “thin” conception of the wrongdoer as beyond rehabilitation. Not only does cancel culture prescribe disproportionate sanctions; it also publicly shames the sanctioned as morally deserving of such treatment, casting such individuals as fatally flawed, without hope of reformation or reentry. In fact, far from it; under this conception, individuals who have violated these norms should be punished severely and permanently.

Even a casual glance on social media shows incredibly extreme shaming language centered on moral desert. Take the case of the Covington School students, whom the media wrongly portrayed as aggressors in a confrontation with a group of indigenous demonstrators, and who were met with open calls for shaming and physical violence.\footnote{107} Or, in the wake of the Capitol riots, actor Alec
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Baldwin, who posted to Twitter: “Put Ted Cruz in the stocks and throw rotten fruit and buckets of horse piss at him. Then ride him on a rail. Then tar and feather him. And film it. For Netflix.” Or consider one Twitter user discussing Bill Cosby in a meme stating, “if he dies, he dies.”

This online norm of harshly punitive shaming language—by those on both the left and right of the political aisle—may be “the start of a great renaissance of public shaming” that conceives of the wrongdoer as beyond rehabilitation. As noted above, public shaming has long been a central feature of any society, exerting the same, if not more, influence on broader norms than the criminal justice system. And yet formal modes of public shaming, such as the pillory—commonly depicted as a wooden frame on a fixed platform in the town square through which an individual would place their head and hands—were eliminated federally in 1839 and in all states by 1905. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, several prominent scholars debated the propriety of shaming penalties in our criminal justice system as an alternative to prison or parole, but ultimately even the movement’s leading advocates largely abandoned it.

---
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168. Posner, supra note 19 (“Shaming has always been extraordinarily important—often, even more important than the formal legal system.”).

169. Ray, supra note 53.

170. Massaro, supra note 25, at 1884 (“The revival of shaming springs from profound and widespread dissatisfaction with existing methods of punishment.”). In this regard, the literature breaks down into two categories. The first mooted the propriety of shaming penalties but ultimately concluded them to be too problematic. This body of work was largely triggered by What Do Alternative Sanctions Mean?, in which Dan Kahan argues that shaming penalties would likely deter and incapacitate as, or nearly as well as, short terms of incarceration without imposing nearly so much cost on society or suffering on offenders. Dan Kahan, What Do Alternative Sanctions Mean?, 63 U. CHI. L. REV. 591, 594 (1996). This triggered a flurry of critical responses from scholars such as Martha Nussbaum and Jim Whitman. See NUSBAUM, supra note 43, at 233 (“Kahan does not seek to remove humiliation from shame penalties . . . [b]ut his proposal is vulnerable to the dignity objection directly.”); James Q. Whitman, What Is Wrong with Inflicting Shame Sanctions?, 107 YALE L.J. 1055, 1059 (1998) (“Where should think of shame sanctions as wrong because they involve a species of lynching justice, and a peculiarly disturbing species of lynching justice at that—a species of official lynching justice.”). Kahan however, in his 2006 article, What’s Really Wrong with Shaming Sanctions, recanted this argument. Kahan, supra note 25, at 2077 (observing that in the expressive dimension of punishment, the public expects punishments not only to protect them from harm or inflict pain on offenders, but also to express moral disapprobation). Shaming penalties occasionally recur in legal scholarship, though not with the same collective attention as in the aforementioned period. See generally, e.g., JENNIFER JACQUET, IS SHAME NECESSARY?: NEW USES FOR AN OLD TOOL (2015).
Today, while judges occasionally hand down shaming penalties, shaming is not a formal part of mainstream criminal law enforcement, which more often turns on probation, fines, and incarceration. More to the point, the broad consensus among scholars and policymakers is that our system of mass incarceration is overly punitive, exhibiting a “decline of the rehabilitative ideal.” One nascent trend in recent years has been a more robust push for rehabilitation of criminal defendants, as opposed to incarceration or shaming. For example, the 2018 First Step Act looks at sentencing reform and other areas of the criminal justice system in order to refocus the American penal system on rehabilitation.

In sum, criminal law theory clarifies that cancel culture shaming is a largely retributivist form of punishment, focusing on moral desert, as opposed to rehabilitative. As every first-year law student knows, criminal law scholarship has long focused on justifications for punishment—retribution, deterrence, incapacitation, restoration, etc. In the world of cancel culture, the trend is away from rehabilitation and almost completely in the mode of retribution. It aims not merely to punish individuals for censured conduct, but to punish the whole individual permanently for certain conduct, even conduct that is not so flagrant.

B. “MOB VENGEANCE” AND CULTURAL ANXIETY

What is the broader effect of this imprecise and punitive process? Cancel culture has a deleterious societal impact, fostering broader collective anxiety about “mob vengeance.” As a society, we increasingly live in fear of the next...
viral video that may “hijack” our collective attention. Celebrities and laypeople express anxiety about it.177 Our art foreshadowed,178 and now grapples with it.179 The fear of such mob vengeance may be most viscerally felt by younger individuals in our society, who fear the related effect of “call-out culture,” wherein they are labeled a certain “-ism” due to certain posts on social media. Some argue that as a result, teenage rates of anxiety, depression, and even suicide are skyrocketing.180

Such anxiety has an intersectional component.181 While it is difficult to quantify, it may be the case that cancel culture singles out women and minorities more readily for online public ridicule.182 For example, Danielle Citron has found that women are, in particular, disproportionately the targets of what are effectively hate crimes in cyberspace.183 Many of the examples provided above have included women and minorities as the targets of particularly aggressive canceling—not white or wealthy individuals. It is no coincidence that more

https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/12/30/20879720/what-is-cancel-culture-explained-history-debate; McWhorter, supra note 5.

177. See, e.g., Taylor Swift, 30 Things I Learned Before Turning 30, ELLE (Mar. 6, 2019), https://www .elle.com/culture/celebrities/a26628465/taylor-swift-30th-birthday-lessons/ (“I learned that I have friends and fans in my life who don’t care if I’m canceled.”); Joseph Guzman, Jay-Z Blasts Cancel Culture, THE HILL (Apr. 29, 2021), https://thehill.com/changing-america/enrichment/arts-culture/550920-jay-z-blasts-cancel-culture (“These kids, it’s unbelievable. Imagine having a microphone and you’re asked about social justice questions at 18 years old? It’s like, ‘What? I’m meant to know the answer, and if I don’t answer the correct way, if I don’t say everything right, even if my intentions are right, and I don’t say the same right thing, it’s going to be everywhere.’”).


179. See, e.g., ICE CUBE, Trying To Maintain, On DEATH CERTIFICATE (Paramount Recording Studios 1991); EMINEM, Tone Deaf, on MUSIC To Be MURDERED By (Rec. One, Effigy, The ICU 2020); Lil Nas X Apologizes for Satan Shoe, YOUTUBE (Mar. 28, 2021), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESf8Un3g9zM. See generally ADRIENNE MAREE BROWN, WE WILL NOT CANCEL US: AND OTHER DREAMS OF TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE (2020).


181. Some have argued that gender inequality in the film industry caused further damage to Winona Ryder’s career by exacerbating the wrongdoing of her shoplifting than it would have done to the careers of her male costars, such as Johnny Depp, for the same conduct. Scott Mendelson, The Grim Reasons Winona Ryder Disappeared from Hollywood, FORBES (Sept. 7, 2018, 1:00 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottmendelson/2018/09/07/grim-truth-winona-ryder-hollywood-keane-reeves-johnny-depp-stranger-things/?sh=96780e51f3 (arguing that gender inequality caused her shoplifting scandal to threaten her career to a greater degree than such an incident would have done to the career of a man in Hollywood).


recently, women and minorities vocalized fear of online harassment in the wake of news that Elon Musk was buying Twitter.\textsuperscript{184} Criminal law theory helps us understand many of these trends.\textsuperscript{185} Public shaming triggers stigma and anxiety, which may only diminish once an individual is distanced from the group.\textsuperscript{186} Furthermore, as is generally recognized, “[j]ustice by the mob is not the impartial, deliberative, neutral justice that a liberal-democratic society typically prizes.”\textsuperscript{187} The frequent dynamic is that a perceived act of wrongdoing triggers a widespread condemnatory response for which no individual takes responsibility.\textsuperscript{188} The masses typically respond instinctively and harshly, emphasizing their own virtue through condemnation of another.\textsuperscript{189} On one hand, we may perceive such collective attention as necessary to redress flagrant conduct, triggering effective, general deterrence—arguably the theory of punishment best suited to such widespread and permanent public censure.\textsuperscript{190} On the other hand, general deterrence brings with it the classic Kantian critique that it is immoral to use an individual as a means to an end.\textsuperscript{191} We fear that we may be publicly censured to deter others from engaging in similar conduct, but we also fear that our actions may be misconstrued (evidentiary), violating some norm that we are unfamiliar with (notice), leading to public shaming, harassment or condemnation (proportionality), and a permanent stigma that we are beyond reformation (retributivist, anti-rehabilitative). Consider this account of one journalist describing the historical growth of Twitter shaming:

After a while, it wasn’t just transgressions we were keenly watchful for. It was misspeakings. Fury at the terribleness of other people had started to consume us a lot. And the rage that swirled around seemed increasingly in disproportion to whatever stupid thing some celebrity had said. It felt different to satire or journalism or criticism. It felt like punishment. In fact, it felt weird and empty when there wasn’t anyone to be furious about. The days between shamings felt like days picking at fingernails, treading water.\textsuperscript{192}


\textsuperscript{185} This is especially the case given that contemporary U.S. criminal justice policy has been plagued by both politicization and populism, as opposed to expertise and evidence-based research. GARLAND, supra note 29, at 13.

\textsuperscript{186} Massaro, supra note 25.

\textsuperscript{187} NUSSBAUM, supra note 43, at 234.

\textsuperscript{188} Posner, supra note 19.

\textsuperscript{189} Id.

\textsuperscript{190} JACOBS, supra note 26, at 222 (“A sentencing scheme that seeks to maximize general deterrence would threaten criminal law violators with public exposure and community censure.”); BRAITHWAITE, supra note 47, at 81 (“Shame not only specifically deters the shamed offender, it also generally deters many others who also wish to avoid shame and who participate in or become aware of the incident of shaming.”).

\textsuperscript{191} See generally IMMANUEL KANT, GROUNDWORK OF THE METAPHYSICS OF MORALS (2012).

\textsuperscript{192} RONSON, supra note 43, at 88–89.
Notice the parallel between this journalistic cultural insight and “net-widening,” wherein scholars Martha Nussbaum and Steven Schulhofer have identified pervasive criminal penalties that put more people under social control: [T]he reform (such as early parole, juvenile courts, et cetera) is initially packaged as a way to divert low-level, less dangerous offenders to a regime that is less harsh than prison. [But soon thereafter] a shift occurs: the allegedly “lighter” penalty . . . is used, instead, for people who would probably have gotten light probation or would not have been prosecuted at all. . . . So instead of being diverted out of prison the shamed person is diverted into social control and penalties they otherwise would have escaped.193

At the extreme, this freezing out of particular human conduct may also foster polarization—a mix of solidarity within social groups, but broader division between groups.194 First, theorists of sociological labeling note that criminal labeling may push stigmatized offenders into closer association, reinforcing antisocial attitudes and values.195 In other words, if such individuals’ egos are not permanently shattered, they may instead feel heightened alienation from societal norms, thereby accelerating recidivism.196 Second, if individuals are concerned that their activity may be perceived as offensive, they will feel tremendous pressure to adhere to more rigid and extreme norms. This was the thrust of Dan Kahan’s aforementioned critique of shaming penalties.197 In turn, certain communities align almost entirely around certain viewpoints. This is a symptom of social media usage’s broader tendency to invoke outrage.198

C. A COMPARISON OF LAW AND CULTURE: THE CASE OF EUROPE

A comparative lens clarifies and fortifies how these problematic aspects of cancel culture echo throughout our contemporary American system. I will take Western Europe as my point of comparison. Of course, I do so recognizing that to compare any legal system is to generalize,199 and that any discussion of the

197. Kahan, supra note 25, at 2079.
198. Rani Molla, Social Media Is Making a Bad Political Situation Worse, Vox (Nov. 10, 2020, 1:10 PM), https://www.vox.com/recode/21534345/political-social-media-filter-bubble; see also The Social Dilemma (Exposure Labs 2020).
199. See, e.g., Jacobs, supra note 26, at 160 (“While there are some national differences, European countries criminal records policies have much in common.”); Garland, supra note 29, at vii (“In our attempts to make sense of social life, there is an unavoidable tension between broad generalization and the specification of empirical particulars.”); Jonathan Simon, Fear and Loathing in Late Modernity: Reflections on the Cultural Sources of Mass Imprisonment in the United States, 3 Punishment & Soc’y 21, 31 (2001) (“Crimes in the USA

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4294887
relationship between culture and law inevitably raises questions about their definitions and interrelationship. And yet meaningful and important work on comparative criminal law and culture has a long and robust history; it thus makes sense to continue the project of comparative criminal law from the emerging angle of cancel culture and social media.

European popular debates regarding cancel culture reflect the phenomenon’s American flavor. France’s engagement with cancel culture more specifically illustrates this. Two opposing sentiments exist there regarding cancel culture. One emphasizes that cancel culture is American and has “infected” French culture. In fact, many well-known and respected French intellectuals wrote a public manifesto in French newspaper Le Monde, stating that the “import of Anglo-Saxon communitarian ideologies, intellectual conformism, fear, and political correctness are a real threat to our universities.”

In response, antiracist academics signed a counterletter to promote “international solidarity,” criticizing the manifesto’s agreement with French Minister of Education, Jean-Michel Blanquer, that “indigenist, racist, and ‘decolonial’ ideologies imported from North America” were responsible for leading an eighteen-year-old French student to violently attack a high school student.

and genetically altered foods in Europe function as two of the preferred risks of . . . global/postmodern societies.”). As Josh Kleinfeld rightfully notes, that some say one cannot speak broadly of “American” or “European” criminal justice systems has a superficial appeal but is ultimately lacking. Certain broad trends characterize the United States (a federalized jurisdiction that permits the death penalty in some states, brought together by the U.S. Constitution and Supreme Court) in comparison to Europe (a supranational jurisdiction that forbids the death penalty, brought together by the European Union, European Court of Human Rights, and other transnational institutions). See Kleinfeld, supra note 29, at 945–46 (“European and American criminal law are two complex and internally divergent sets, but also . . . sets with some common characteristics, and cross-cultural generalization is useful provided one goes about it with reasonable care.”).

200. See generally Menachem Mautner, Three Approaches to Law and Culture, 96 CORNELL L. REV. 839 (2011); see also GARLAND, supra note 29, at vii (“In our attempts to make sense of social life, there is an unavoidable tension between broad generalization and the specification of empirical particulars.”). I also recognize that culture is a contested concept in the sociological literature. See, e.g., Clifford Geertz, Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture, in READINGS IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 213 (1994); see also generally Ann Swidler, Culture in Action: Symbols and Strategies, 51 AM. SOC. REV. 273 (1986).

201. See generally, e.g., Mirjan Damaska, Structure of Authority and Comparative Criminal Procedure, 84 YALE L.J. 480 (1975); Luis Chiesa, Comparative Criminal Law, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF CRIMINAL LAW 1089 (Markus D. Dubber & Tatjana Hörnle eds., 2014); JAMES Q. WHITMAN, HARSH JUSTICE: CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT AND THE WIDENING DIVIDE BETWEEN AMERICA AND EUROPE (2005); MARIANNE WADE & ERIK LUNA, THE PROSECUTOR IN TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE (1st ed. 2012); see also JACOBS, supra note 26, at 221 (“In Europe, offender rehabilitation is the reigning purpose of sentencing.”); GARLAND, supra note 29, at vii (comparing and describing the culture of crime control in the United States and United Kingdom).


Even President Emmanuel Macron weighed in, designating as problematic “certain social science theories entirely imported from the U.S.”

Why might European countries like France be so hostile to cancel culture? Comparative criminal law scholars have long described the harshness of American punitive culture vis-à-vis Europe. As Joshua Kleinfeld has noted, American punishment conceptualizes offenders as immutably morally deformed people instead of as ordinary people who have committed crimes. Given this, criminality is a permanent feature and not merely the momentary deviance of an otherwise moral person. As a result, American punishment culture expressively denies offenders’ claims to membership in the community and to the moral humanity in virtue of which a human being is rights-bearing. By contrast, European culture advances a conception of criminality as always mutable and never devaluing, wherein actors are ultimately distanced from their acts. One reason advanced for this difference is that, historically, Europe’s system of criminal punishment diverged starkly by class, with the lower classes being disproportionally punished. As a result, Europeans arguably have greater collective sensitivity to individual dignity and disparities in criminal sentencing, and their punishment reflects even the worst offenders’ claims to social membership and rights.

We see such jurisdictional contrast in myriad aspects of the American criminal justice system. America is distinctive in its use of the death penalty, life imprisonment without parole, consecutive prison terms, and inferior prison quality. Additionally, scholars have noted that American punitive culture is characterized by “the eternal criminal record,” whereas Europe lacks online sex offender registries and employer access to criminal records. Indeed,

---


206. See, e.g., OHLIN, supra note 76.

207. See, e.g., Kleinfeld, supra note 29, at 941.

208. Id. at 1006.

209. Id. at 933–1036.


211. Kleinfeld, supra note 29, at 933; JACOBS, supra note 26, at 221 (“In Europe, offender rehabilitation is the reigning purpose of sentencing.”).

212. See generally JACOBS, supra note 26.

federal and state criminal record repositories contain criminal records for approximately twenty-five percent of the U.S. population, a grim aspect of “U.S. criminal record exceptionalism.”214 By contrast, in Europe, individual criminal histories are created by, and available only to, the police; access is not available to non-police agencies, media, or the general public.215 Furthermore, article 6 of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Respect to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, a 1981 Council of Europe treaty, forbids the automatic processing of criminal convictions—as well as, more generally, personal data such as racial origin, health, or sexual life—absent appropriate safeguards.216

This is not just a difference in criminal justice systems; it also appears in European legal regulation of online spaces. Whereas the United States has yet to seriously discuss the downsides of online effects on people’s livelihood, the European Union has advanced a legal “right to be forgotten.” First outlined in the Data Protection Directive, the right to be forgotten was disclosed as a draft in 2012, then adopted by the European Parliament in 2014 and implemented into E.U. law in 2016.217 As now outlined in article 17 of the General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union, the right to erasure provides for a formal process and reasoning for individuals to petition data controllers (companies) to erase specific data about them without undue delay.218 The European Court of Justice has held that this only applies to E.U.-facing websites; however, companies should try to restrict or discourage E.U. users from accessing that information on non-E.U.-facing websites.219 The right to be forgotten in the context of cancel culture can mostly be understood as an opportunity for individuals in the European Union to have sites such as Google delist search results from their past that impede their life, so long as they can reasonably articulate their request through article 17 of the General Data Protection Regulation.220 This broadly tracks Europe’s “memoryless” approach to criminal

214. Jacobs, supra note 26, at 1, 159.
215. Id. at 159–61.
history, which focuses more on criminal acts, whereas the American approach heavily emphasizes criminal history for purposes of sentencing.  

Cancel culture reflects the opposite ethos: a harsh punishment system that attacks individuals as immutably morally deformed, resulting in a permanent online record of wrongdoing.

III. THE FUTURE OF CANCEL CULTURE: FROM RETRIBUTION TO REINTEGRATION

Can we retain the benefits of this online system of referral and shaming while redressing its problematic process? This Part will address a few publicly mooted social media reforms, revealing that such reforms overlook the interrelationship between law and culture. As argued above, much of the canceling phenomenon is attributable to accountability gaps in criminal justice. Thus, under this view, some of cancel culture’s problems will only be resolved once these deeper societal problems are addressed. This Part argues that democratically-oriented criminal justice reforms that redress over- and underenforcement may ameliorate some of cancel culture’s excesses, and, furthermore, that cancel culture itself may be—counterintuitively—part of the solution by shedding public light on unresolved accountability issues. But it will also show that the deepest underlying problem is contemporary American retributivist impulses. To redress this, we must renew collective focus on restoration and reintegretion.

A. THE PARTIAL PROMISE OF SOCIAL MEDIA REFORM

Popular reform proposals focus on the law and structure of social media itself. They do so under the theory that social media has warped our national conversation—as is well known, canceling did not happen on the first day of social media use, but evolved to become more aggressive over time. Thus, certain legal and structural fixes may ameliorate some of cancel culture’s extremes.

Legislative proposals may induce social media companies to remove more online content. One question is how, if at all, to change § 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 1996, by removing immunity for social media companies. In particular, the Justice Department proposed changes that

221. Kleinfeld, supra note 29, at 977–79 (“In America, we prosecute crimes, but we sentence criminals.”). For example, recidivism in Germany, France, and Italy does not trigger any mandatory sentences. Id. at 979.

222. Ezra Klein, A Different Way of Thinking About Cancel Culture, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 18, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/18/opinion/cancel-culture-social-media.html (discussing the function of Twitter’s “trending box” and the way it highlights certain stupid or offensive conduct).

223. Ronson, supra note 43, at 88 (“In the early days of Twitter there were no shaminings.”).

224. 47 U.S.C. § 230 (“No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”).

225. See Minow, supra note 40, at 108 (“Although some still defend Section 230 as a spur to free speech, job creation, small business development, and consumer reviews, scholars and lawmakers from a variety of viewpoints and political positions in the United States have considered altering or eliminating Section 230

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4294887
would strip platforms of § 230 immunity if social media companies host content that falls into specific categories—226—for example, hosting content that is “particularly egregious” (such as child exploitation), or violates a federal criminal law.227 The proposal further suggests that § 230 immunity should not apply to suits brought by certain government agencies such as the Federal Trade Commission, thereby allowing the federal government to sue platforms directly for content posted by their users.228 Policymakers such as Senator Hawley have focused reforms on barring platforms from § 230 immunity with moderation practices that appear to be political censorship.229 And House Democrats have introduced the “Protecting Americans from Dangerous Algorithms Act,” under which a platform whose algorithms promote extremist content related to acts of terrorism or civil rights violations would lose § 230 immunity.230 Such lawsuits against social media companies could moderate cancel culture—for good or bad—because the companies may be incentivized to reduce litigation risk by censoring posts or removing users who engage in any online conduct with real-world consequences.

Other proposed changes are not legal, but structural. One option is to have users broadly monitor content online. The most salient example is the possibility of a “dislike” or “downvote” button on Facebook and other social media sites; however, this has largely failed in trial runs and has been criticized by academics231 and journalists who have experimented with it.232 A second option is effective moderators, though this also carries adjudicative


227. Id.

228. Id.

229. Id.


232. See, e.g., Rachel Wilhers, The Dangerous Thrill of Downvoting “Bad Comments” on Facebook, SLATE (May 8, 2018, 3:58 PM), https://slate.com/technology/2018/05/the-facebook-upvote-and-downvote-experiment--is-a-bust.html (“With its anonymity and reliance on mob rule, it’s the perfect feature for trolls and bots, lefties and conservatives—the whole menagerie of internet creatures—to silence opinions through effective organizing and well-policed echo chambers.”); Kalhan Rosenblatt, Twitter Is Testing Downvotes. Experts Are Split on How They Would Affect the Platform., NBC NEWS (July 22, 2021, 3:40 PM), https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/twitter-testing-downvotes-experts-are-split-how-it-ll-affect-n1274744 (noting that Twitter has recently been experimenting with a downvoting system that academics fear could have negative impacts such as increasing online abuse and weaponizing the downvote as a tool to silence marginalized groups).
B. THE NEED FOR DEMOCRATIC RESPONSIVENESS & CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

As described above, cancel culture is gap filling, promoting accountability in the absence of criminal or civil sanction. If this theory is correct, then cancel culture will become less common and punitive when accountability gaps are closed.

One way to close such gaps is through criminal justice reform, by addressing cases of over- and under-enforcement of criminal law. If such accountability gaps are redressed, cancel culture may step in less often to shame or refer. What should such reforms look like? Recent scholarship has pushed for fewer criminal offenses, more declination and diversion, community policing, and prosecutorial and other criminal legal actors being embedded in local communities. Furthermore, recent reform efforts have focused on body cameras and race-related trainings within police departments themselves.

---

233. See generally Klonick, supra note 37; Kate Klonick, The Facebook Oversight Board: Creating an Independent Institution To Adjudicate Online Free Expression, 129 YALE L.J. 2418 (2020).

234. Virginia Heffernan, Our Best Hope for Civil Discourse Online Is on . . . Reddit, WIRED (Jan. 16, 2018, 6:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/story/free-speech-issue-reddit-change-my-view/. Some proposals may even include artificial intelligence for moderation, though this could lead to greater censorship of online communities. See generally Heffernan.

235. See generally Klonick, supra note 37.
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Others have addressed the need to better address issues like police violence and sexual assault. A criminal justice system better calibrated to such democratic ideals would mean that someone like Bill Cosby could not stay at large for years before trending on social media. Cancel culture itself may play a role in mapping this space: if cancel culture is a vehicle for advancing accountability around such causes, we may live through a period in which social media highlights these inequities. For example, the discourse around anti-Asian racism in the wake of the Atlanta spa shootings helped foster awareness of the relationship between anti-Asian racism, hate crimes, and criminal justice. Or it may create movements like MeToo, wherein victims can seek more systemic justice reforms.

Social media may also provide a forum for discussing criminal justice reform and deeper rationales for punishment. For example, both qualified immunity doctrine and hate crime legislation have been mooted in online public discourse. As another example, in the wake of the Derek Chauvin sentencing, some argued on Twitter that he deserved forty years or a life sentence. But others, such as prominent New York Times journalist and professor Nikole Hannah-Jones, argued that the sentence was enough, stating, “very few people deserve to die in prison, and we must hold consistent beliefs even when the crime is the most egregious and appalling.”

But social media will always function more quickly than the slower mechanisms of criminal law enforcement. In that regard, social media must

239. See generally, e.g., Brandon Garrett & Seth Stoughton, A Tactical Fourth Amendment, 103 VA. L. REV. 211 (2017); Steven Arrigg Koh, Policing & The Problem of Physical Restraint, 64 B.C. L. REV. (forthcoming 2023); MARTHA NUSSBAUM, CITADELS OF PRIDE (2022).


241. Monica Hesse, It’s Race, Class and Gender Together: Why the Atlanta Killings Aren’t Just About One Thing, WASH. POST (Mar. 18, 2021, 10:03 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/hesse-atlanta-asian-women/2021/03/18/183b3f00-8749-11eb-8a8b-5cf82c3dfef4_story.html (noting that the shooter chose locations where he could target lower-wage Asian women, suggesting he targeted people who fell into a specific group when he could have stopped at many other adult businesses, had this really been solely about sex addiction).


243. George Takei (@GeorgeTakei), TWITTER (June 25, 2021, 3:31 PM), https://twitter.com/GeorgeTakei/status/1408508178627760130 (“I want 40 years for Chauvin. George Floyd’s family already got a life sentence handed to them when Chauvin murdered him.”); Bishop Talbert Swan (@TalbertSwan), TWITTER (June 26, 2021, 11:39 AM), https://twitter.com/TalbertSwan/status/1408120681580209825 (citing the case of Kelontre Barefield who was sentenced thirty-four years for killing a police dog in the following tweet: “If #GeorgeFloyd was a DOG instead of a BLACK MAN, #DerekChauvin would’ve received the maximum 40 years”).


become an instrumentality to promote more equitable and democratically oriented criminal law enforcement. Consider how this has evolved in recent years. After the Boston Marathon bombing in 2013, federal law enforcement established a precedent in Boston’s Logan airport by asking all departing passengers to share any photos or videos of the incident before leaving Massachusetts. Following the January 2021 Capitol riots, the FBI created a website specifically to receive digital media identifying rioters. The FBI shared this information through public news conferences and tweets, both informing people of the ways to upload information and sharing pictures asking for more information. Such media has been integral to the January 6th prosecutions, and is ongoing. At its best, a better reporting function in a more democratically oriented criminal justice system threads the needle with the evidentiary issues identified above. Social media first casts a broad net, wherein a diverse array of information may be introduced and publicly mooted; professional criminal investigators then may focus on the relevant and probative evidence that can clear the high bar of evidentiary rules.

C. DEEP STRUCTURAL REFORMS IN AN ERA OF MASS INCARCERATION

But most fundamentally, the deeper reform is to transcend our national retributive impulse of aggressive punitiveness and condemnation. At its core, cancel culture reflects and may exacerbate a contemporary American tendency to punish and shame people as permanently and immutably immoral. Just as the criminal record is “considered one of the most important markers of character” in our large, anonymous American society, today the public record of individuals on social media constitutes another such permanent marker. To some degree, the virality and incentives of social media may lead individuals


248. Ten Months Since the Jan. 6 Attack on the Capitol, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST. (Nov. 9, 2021), https://www.justice.gov/usao-dc/ten-months-jan-6-attack-capitol (“Citizens from around the country have provided invaluable assistance in identifying individuals in connection with the Jan. 6 attack. The FBI continues to seek the public’s help in identifying more than 350 individuals believed to have committed violent acts on the Capitol grounds, including over 250 who assaulted police officers.”).

249. There is, of course, considerable risk in the opposite direction: at its worst, social media may exacerbate the breadth and scope of contemporary criminal justice.

250. MARTHA MINOW, WHEN SHOULD LAW FORGIVE? 146–47 (2019) (discussing the need for forgiveness while preserving the rule of law); PFAFF, supra note 175, at 212 (“The ultimate solution . . . is significant culture change: a move away from insisting that the costs of crime consistently trump any costs associated with enforcement, and away from an assumption that all crimes require a punitive response.”).
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to be more punitive online. President Obama, sensing this shift, spoke out against it in 2019:

I do get a sense sometimes now among certain young people, and this is accelerated by social media, there is this sense sometimes of: “The way of me making change is to be as judgmental as possible about other people, and that’s enough.” Like, if I tweet or hashtag about how you didn’t do something right or used the wrong verb, then I can sit back and feel pretty good about myself, cause, “Man, you see how woke I was, I called you out.”

In other words, this social media “call out” may be limited to online spaces, without triggering genuine cultural transformation. Since the onset of COVID-19, social media use has increased while human interaction has decreased. As a result, there is a growing tendency to view other human beings as we would social media accounts—individuals who can be blocked, unfollowed, or harshly condemned without consequences. To achieve true awareness of, and engagement with, one another—as opposed to performativity or endless retribution—we need to resist the increasing degree to which we as individuals feel abstracted from one another.

The central framing question is thus one that echoes in contemporary criminal law literature: how can cancel culture move from being disintegrative to being reintegrative? One strand of retribution is disintegrative shaming, focused on “labeling deviance,” wherein a person is branded with stigma and little effort is ever after paid to “de-labeling” the individual. Historically, tattoos, brands, and signs marked and permanently displayed a person’s deviant identity to the public. As Martha Nussbaum has noted, shaming implicates human dignity, because it may humiliate and degrade the whole person. Shame punishments express that “you are a defective type of person”: when public individuals laugh at a convict in the pillory, they focus on the person’s spoiled identity, not on their particular act. Otherwise, we may be

252. The dominant framework by which this Article has evaluated cancel culture considers social media as a modality channeling public shame. But to what degree is the modality itself contributing to such shame? While it is too soon to tell precisely, revelations in late 2021 have suggested that social media is not merely an empty channel: the modality itself has tended toward provocation of outrage and polarization. In particular, the recent Facebook “whistleblower” revelations from Frances Haugen, who testified before Congress in October 2021, has shown social media companies’ awareness of the deleterious impact of their platforms toward outrage and shaming, and on the mental health of young women in particular. Dan Milmo, Frances Haugen: ‘I Never Wanted To Be a Whistleblower. But Lives Were in Danger’, THE GUARDIAN (Oct. 23, 2021, 9:02 PM), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/oct/24/frances-haugen-i-never-wanted-to-be-a-whistleblower-but-lives-were-in-danger. Future research must investigate the cumulative impact of this modality on the proliferation of shame.
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permanently caught in a divisive dynamic of perpetuating ranks and hierarchies, whereby one category of people is labeled as deviant, whereas the others set themselves up as “normal.”

The better approach is reintegrative shaming, which focuses not on cancel culture’s permanent stigmatization of offenders, but on fostering subsequent community reacceptance. This approach emphasizes that an offender’s shame and repentance are preferable to stigmatization in the face of “one-sided moralizing,” which may create a “class of outcasts” by stigmatizing and thus dividing the community. But reintegrative shaming may foster interconnectedness and—if handled well—create a space for a more enduring subsequent relationship. Framing wrongdoing as wrongful conduct—not as signifying an offender’s deeper, immutable trait—can thus resemble the aforementioned European form of punishment rather than the recent American punitive history leading to mass incarceration. For example, one thread of potential interest is the promotion of “call-in culture,” which emphasizes private, respectful conversations about what the person said or did, and how it is wrong and affected someone. This is preferable to calling the person out publicly, embarrassing them, and shaming them for their behavior.

For those individuals who have been called out, over social media or otherwise, we must create a cultural space for reintegration. Currently, there is no clear way for individuals who have violated certain social norms to show sincere repentance and achieve reintegration into society—as the typical social media user, and they will articulate in tremendous detail how and why certain individuals have been canceled. And yet they will have little recall about how individuals have been reintegrated after that time. Restorative justice begins not with retributivist questions of the perpetrator, broken laws, or desert, but instead focuses on the victims: who has been hurt, what their needs are, and who is obligated to meet such needs. And while restorative justice, like retributive justice, aims to “even the score,” it does so not through deprivation of liberty but
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by encouraging offenders to take responsibility, right their wrongs, and address the causes of their behavior.  

Some legal spaces have emphasized restorative justice and the fostering of sincere regret. For example, international criminal law has continuously mooted the possibility of truth and reconciliation commissions over adversarial prosecutions. And in the early days of the Obama Administration, some pushed for a truth and reconciliation commission to remediate Bush-era human-rights abuses, hoping that it would foster a genuine sense of accountability, contrition, and restoration. Mindful of this history, one promising avenue for reintegration could be to create online restorative spaces. For example, one option mooted in the New York Times is to modify online content moderation in the form of a restorative justice mediation circle, helping users who post harmful content to learn and change. Researchers at the University of Michigan, for example, hosted a chat between members of the LGBTQ community and certain members of the r/Christianity subReddit who had been banned over anti-LGBTQ postings. Results were mixed, though at least one user was readmitted to the subReddit after expressing contrition. Notably, the user stated to the New York Times reporter: “It’s the element of shame. I’m somebody who feels guilt being confronted and it allowed me to see I was the one at fault.” But the Times also rightfully noted a classic critique of restorative justice: it is difficult to imagine the number of resources necessary to bring together offenders and the offended in a meaningful way at a large scale.

Furthermore, we must find some limit to our desire to permanently ostracize individuals who have engaged in perceived wrongdoing. In criminal
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justice, the most important predictor of rehabilitation is legitimate employment, while an indelible criminal record obstructs such employment.\textsuperscript{274} As noted above, America currently functions on a framework of permanent moral condemnation, wherein criminal records are used to permanently categorize and stigmatize people.\textsuperscript{275} This is particularly the case today, where criminal records are electronically stored and the criminal background check is “a routine feature of American life.”\textsuperscript{276} Just as a public, permanent criminal record undermines rehabilitation,\textsuperscript{277} so too might a permanent social media account of an individual’s wrongdoing. We need to move to a place where an individual is sanctioned but does not suffer collateral consequences after the fact, whether incarceration or public shaming. For example, a recent editorial by Michael Eric Dyson has similarly argued that the better sanction for Amy Cooper, the white woman who called the police on Central Park birdwatcher Christian Cooper, would have been education instead of firing.\textsuperscript{278}

To be clear, I am not advancing a granular, substantive standard of proportionality for certain offenses, nor am I arguing for absolving all wrongdoing. When it comes to individuals who have engaged in particularly heinous conduct—including racist and sexist conduct, for example—serious consequences should ensue. My point is to begin the conversation of what proportionality should be, especially for individuals who have not engaged in particularly flagrant conduct. Such discussion rarely exists; instead, the default position is often a maximalist one, calling on individuals to be banished for conduct that almost certainly does not warrant it, or alternatively decrying online accountability as “mob rule.” A better approach must balance accountability with reintegration.

CONCLUSION

Cancel culture and criminal justice are interrelated normative systems in modern society. In one regard, cancel culture represents a new modality of collective condemnation and may often rectify deficiencies of over- and under-enforcement in our criminal justice system. However, the downsides of cancel culture—disproportionate sanctions leading to collateral consequences, a “thin”
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conception of the wrongdoer as beyond rehabilitation, and broader cultural anxiety that “chills” certain human conduct—ultimately reveal it to be a reflection of deeper U.S. punitive impulses. While social media reforms may mitigate cancel culture’s excesses, the more fundamental change in law and society must focus on the values of restoration and reintegration.